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Development and
security matters
Northeast India seems to grow in its stature of populism which
perhaps is a (alien) perspective that lies in the inherent
identity of being a periphery; which is ought to be given due
attention for multiple possibilities of fragility embedded. The
being of a periphery induces the permanence of the
temporaries thereby extensively generating terms and
conditions on the nature of requirements, needs, relationships,
debates, rights, native mechanism of livelihoods, politics, and
cultures of communities in the region. Northeast India, which
credited to a colonial praxis, still finds constantly clubbed for
political and policy purposes which is an historical
instrumentalism of Govern mentality. The populism, fragility,
and peripheries provide rationale to differential political praxis.
The differential praxis erects a towering thorn in the flesh of
the State which is also constantly used to blanket and deny
historical contradictions; of fascist State building projects,
liberal economic onslaught on the one had; and class and
people’s struggle on the other hand. This historical question
is a fundamental confrontation that is far beyond a prospective
resolution, at least, within the ambit of the given political
structures. The lived worlds of Assam and Manipur powerfully
indicate to such a situation. This write up argues that the
State has widely clubbed the northeast India while responding
to the upsurges of people. It also classifies the responses of
the Indian State into two important aspects’ militarism in the
state building and excessive resorting developmentalism.
Interestingly, the two aspects indulge in such a way that it
claims to define to safeguard human security. Vertical economic
orientation (including dependent economic practice),
exploitation of indigenous resources (construction of mega
dams and softening borders) are continuing diminishing sites
of indigenous societies. Resistances to onslaught of
developmentism grow manifold when development becomes
a unilateral subject of the State which at the same time is
also construed as a means and ways to peace and security.
Existing conception of development and security finally gets
reduced to construing ‘counter politics’ to dissents (armed/
non-armed) and alternatives discourses. Is it possible to
interrogate the very nature of development and the way it is
linked to human growth and security? Is it the kind of
development that the worlds (who have experienced more
immediately and directly) have anticipated and though of? If
otherwise ; can one suspect an actual need for rethinking/
reversing what we have so far been made to belief as
development & security?

Lanka to remove wasp nests in
Dickoya ahead of Modis visit
PTI
Colombo, May 9: Sri Lanka has
started removing wasp nests in
the central hill area of Dickoya
ahead of Prime Minister Narendra
Modis visit later this week to avoid
any possible “attack” by the
insects.
The security units assigned with
the provision of security to Prime
Minister Modi is coordinating
with the Hatton Superintendents
of Police office and have obtained
the assistance of the organisation
for the protection of such insects.
The nests are being currently
removed by the Hatton Police
Directors Office following orders
from the police chief Pujith
Jayasundera.
Lankan police fear that helicopters
carrying the VIPs, could disturb
multiple wasp nests in large trees
in the vicinity.
“Lankan authorities have taken

measures to prevent any attack by
these wasps that are now present
in large numbers in the estate
sector,” official sources said.
Modi will travel to Sri Lanka on
May 11 to attend the biggest
Buddhist festival, Vesak Day the
next day.
The International Day of Vesak
celebrations, to be held in
Colombo from May 12 to 14, will
include an International Buddhist
Conference in which over 400
delegates from more than 100
countries will participate.
He will inaugurate a well-equipped
hospital in Dickoya built with the
Indian assistance. He will later
address a public rally at the
Norwood grounds.
Both the Lankan leaders President
Maithripala Sirisena and Prime
Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe
are to accompany the Indian
leader to the hill region.
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National and International News

Supreme Court sentences Justice Karnan to 6 months
in jail for contempt of court
New Delhi, May 9:The Supreme
Court created history on Tuesday
by holding sitting Calcutta HC judge
C S Karnan guilty of contempt of
court and punishing him with six
month jail.
Karnan, who was to retire on June
11, will spend the last month of his
tenure as judge and five months
thereafter in jail.
A seven-judge bench headed by CJI
JS Khehar said Justice Karnan is
guilty of contempt of SC, judiciary
and judicial process.
The Supreme Court ordered West
Bengal DGP to take into custody the
disgraced judge+ , who never tired
in playing his dalit background to
berate and pass unconscionable
orders against the seven judges who
had intimated contempt proceeding
against him for making wild
allegations against his colleagues in
Madras HC, from where he was
transferred to Calcutta HC.

Additional solicitor general
Maninder Singh, senior advocate
KK Venugopal and Rupinder Singh
Suri agreed with the apex court that
Justice Karnan has committed gross
contempt of court+ and needed to
be punished exemplarily.
Venugopal took a while to think and
said said if Justice Karnan is sent to

jail now it would create a blemish in
the history of judiciary as a sitting
judge being jailed. Should the court
wait till his retirement, he asked.
But, the Supreme Court said
contempt power does not recognise
or differentiate who is what — a
judge or a common man.
“Whosoever commits contempt gets

punished,” the bench said while
sentencing Justice Karnan.
Justice Karnan was sentenced in
absentia. Taking note of his past
purported judicial orders passed
despite being stripped of judicial
work, the Supreme Court also barred
media from reporting his statements
in future.

Afghan official: Bomb at religious school
kills chief cleric
AP
Kabul May 9: An Afghan official
says a bombing at a religious
school in northern Parwan
province has killed the chief
cleric and wounded four
students.
Deputy governor Shah Wa l i
Shahid says the head of the
Parwan clerical council, Mawlavi

Abdul Rahim Hanafi, was
assassinated in the explosion.
Shahid says Hanafi was the main
target of the bombing, which took
place today morning at the
madrassa in Charakar, the
provincial capital.
It wasn’t immediately clear why
the cleric was targeted and no
group immediately claimed

responsibility for the attack.
Shahid denounced the attack as
a “terrorist act.” He says an
investigation is underway to
determine how the bomb was
brought into the classroom.
The Taliban announced the start
of their spring offensive last
month, threatening to step up
attacks across the country.

Contd. from yesterday issue

May Day

By :- Sh. Ajit , Khongman.
May Day Born in the United States
The First International ceased to
exist as an international
organization in 1872, when its
headquarters were removed from
London to New York, although it
was not officially disbanded till
1876. It was at the first congress of
the reconstituted International,
later known as the Second
International, held at Paris in 1889,
that May First was set aside as a
day upon which the workers of the
world, organized in their political
parties and trade unions, were to
fight for the important political
demand: the 8-hour day. The Paris
decision was influenced by a
decision made at Chicago five
years earlier by delegates of a
young American labor organization
– the Federation of Organized
Trades and Labor Unions of the
United States and Canada, later
known under the abbreviated
name, American Federation of
Labor. At the Fourth Convention
of this organization, October 7,
1884, the following resolution was
passed:
Resolved by the Federation of
Organized Trades and Labor
Unions the United States and
Canada, that eight hours shall
constitute legal day’s labor from
May First, 1886, and that we
recommend to labor organizations
throughout their jurisdiction that
they so direct their laws as to
conform to this resolution by the
time named.
Although nothing was said in the
resolution about the methods by
which the Federation expected to
establish the 8-hour day, it is selfevident that an organization which
at that time commanded an
adherence of not more than 50,000
members could not declare “that
eight hours shall constitute a legal
day’s work” without putting up a
fight for it in the shops, mills, and
mines where its members were
employed, and without attempting
to draw into the struggle for the 8hour day still larger numbers of
workers. The provision in the
resolution that the unions affiliated
to the Federation “so direct their
laws as to conform to this

resolution” referred to the matter
of paying strike benefits to their
members who were expected to
strike on May First, 1886, for the 8hour day, and would probably have
to stay out long enough to need
assistance from the union. As this
strike action was to be national in
scope and involve all the affiliated
organizations, the unions,
according to their by-laws, had to
secure the endorsement of the
strike by their members, particularly
since that would involve the
expenditure of funds, etc. It must
be remembered that the Federation,
just as the A. F. of L. today, was
organized on a voluntary,
federation basis, and decisions of
a national convention could be
binding upon affiliated unions only
if those unions endorsed these
decisions.
May Day Becomes International
On July 14, 1889, the hundredth
anniversary of the fall of the
Bastille, there assembled in Paris
leaders
from
organized
revolutionary
proletarian
movements of many lands, to form
once more an international
organization of workers, patterned
after the one formed 25 years
earlier by their great teacher, Karl
Marx. Those assembled at the
foundation meeting of what was to
become the Second International
heard from the American delegates
about the struggle in America for
the 8-hour day during 1884-1886,
and the recent rejuvenation of the
movement. Inspired by the example
of the American workers, the Paris
Congress adopted the following
resolution:
The Congress decides to organize
a
great
international
demonstration, so that in all
countries and in all cities on one
appointed day the toiling masses
shall demand of the state
authorities the legal reduction of
the working day to eight hours, as
well as the carrying out of other
decisions of the Paris Congress.
Since a similar demonstration has
already been decided upon for
May 1, 1890, by the American
Federation of Labor at its
Convention in St. Louis, December,
1888, this day is accepted for the
international demonstration. The
workers of the various countries
must organize this demonstration
according to conditions prevailing
in each country.
The clause in the resolution which
speaks of the organization of the
demonstration with regard to the
objective conditions prevailing in
each country gave some parties,
particularly the British movement,
an opportunity to interpret the
resolution as not mandatory upon
all countries. Thus at the very

formation of the Second
International, there were parties
who looked upon it as merely a
consultative body, functioning
only during Congresses for the
exchange of information and
opinions, but not as a centralized
organization, a revolutionary world
proletarian party, such as Marx had
tried to make the First International
a generation before. When Engels
wrote to his friend Serge in 1874,
before the First International was
officially disbanded in America, “I
think that the next International,
formed after the teachings of Marx,
will have become widely known
during the next years, will be a
purely Communist International,”
he did not foresee that at the very
launching of the rejuvenated
International there would be
present reformist elements who
viewed it as a voluntary federation
of Socialist parties, independent of
each other and each a law unto
itself.
But May Day, 1890, was celebrated
in many European countries, and in
the United States the Carpenters’
Union and other building trades
entered into a general strike for the
8-hour day. Despite the Exception
Laws against the Socialists, workers
in the various German industrial
cities celebrated May Day, which
was marked by fierce struggles with
the police. Similarly in other
European capitals demonstrations
were held, although the authorities
warned against them and the police
tried to suppress them. In the United
States, the Chicago and New York
demonstrations were of particularly

great significance. Many thousands
paraded the streets in support of the
8-hour day demand; and the
demonstrations were closed with
great open air mass meetings at
central points.
At the next Congress, in Brussels,
1891, the International reiterated the
original purpose of May First, to
demand the 8-hour day, but added
that it must serve also as a
demonstration in behalf of the
demands to improve working
conditions, and to ensure peace
among the nations. The revised
resolution particularly stressed the
importance of the “class character
of the May First demonstrations” for
the 8-hour day and the other
demands which would lead to the
“deepening of the class struggle.”
The resolution also demanded that
work be stopped “wherever
possible.” Although the reference to
strikes on May First was only
conditional, the International began
to enlarge upon and concretize the
purposes of the demonstrations. The
British Laborites again showed their
opportunism by refusing to accept
even the conditional proposal for a
strike on May First, and together
with the German Social-Democrats
voted to postpone the May Day
demonstration to the Sunday
following May First.
In this way, Marx, starting from the
economy’s most basic unit – the
commodity – brings out the nature
of the economic laws governing
capitalism. He thus exposes the
scientific economic basis for the
socialist revolution and the road to
communism.
(Concluded)
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